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As “anti-Bollywood”
as a contemporary Indian
film could possibly be, 
revolutionary filmmaker Q’s GAndu 
(hindi slang for asshole) a bold,
brash, music-powered, sexually
explicit explosion of pure cinema
that follows a young man’s dreams of
stardom.

Graffiti artist and aspiring
rapper Gandu lives in poverty in Kolkata, surviving by stealing cash from
his mother’s sleazebag lover. Gandu becomes best friends with another
dreamer, a Bruce Lee-obsessed rickshaw driver, and the two make music,
hit the road, and take drugs. When Gandu wins the lottery and records a
demo, he looks to make it big… or is it just another wild hallucination?

GAndu is as daring and unforgettable as its main character.
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“...a highly transgressive, visually 
spectacular assault on  the senses. “

- Time Out London

“This is not a movie. It’s a drug-
induced hallucinating trip that you take to 
someone else’s reality. “

- IMB Live
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nOTE: The original version of GAndu features English subtitles - in various shapes, colors and places
within the image - as part of the basic visual design of the film. Therefore, we have decided to preserve

the director’s original vision and present the master version of GAndu here, with non-removeable subtitles.
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